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Agenda
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April 28, 
2021

5:00-6:00 PM Progress: 
Last session, 4/21 reviewed 
a. Pain Domain elements and 

Implications of the FHIR Care Plan Content Model 
relative to coverage for Multiple Chronic Conditions

Plan: 
1) Review Social Health Concern data elements
2) Primer on how we use data element domains 
     such as Pain and Food Insecurity

Open Discussion

Announcement: Project Manager Tom Hicke will be transitioning off of this project as of April 30th.  
Taking over for Tom will be Katiya Shell, katiya.shell@emiadvisors.net and
Roni Cripps, rcripps@cognitivemedicine.com.

Past meeting presentations can be found here: https://confluence.hl7.org/display/PC/MCC+Meeting+Minutes

mailto:katiya.shell@emiadvisors.net
https://confluence.hl7.org/display/PC/MCC+Meeting+Minutes
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Related Work:  Pain Assessment 

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/cimi-pain-assessment/branches/master/toc.html

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/cimi-pain-assessment/branches/master/toc.html
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Full details here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Wiigfwi8mfwPQylMqWFCTCrp0U00ElPVGSKuzkWifyI/edit#gid=925661123

Applying the 
MCC Process
for Social Concerns:
High prevalence groups, 
identified and named by the 
Expert Panels

1. Communication Health Insurance 
& Healthcare Access

2. Abuse / Neglect / Upheaval
3. Food
4. housing
5. SES (employment, education, 

income)
6. Social Support
7. Family situation
8. Lifestyle Behaviors
9. Neighborhood/environment

10. Stress, Discrimination and Anger
11. Legal Issues
12. Other Issues

Concepts can be 
like Observations, or 
elements like
patient.communication - 

We all need to be consistent with 
how other groups and initiatives, 
such as Gravity have mapped 
these things to FHIR.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Wiigfwi8mfwPQylMqWFCTCrp0U00ElPVGSKuzkWifyI/edit#gid=925661123
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Here is an 
example where 
“language proficiency”

is an element of 
the Patient 
resource, and
taking the form of 
an extension



8https://tobloef.com/text2mindmap/

https://tobloef.com/text2mindmap/


Value Sets are used to:
1. select patient data to populate the displays of the Care Plan applications, potentially from disparate systems.  

- major groupings are shown on next slide.

2. assure that condition-specific concepts, if the patient data is present and appropriately coded at the FHIR 
end-point, we can, with certainty, know that it will display in the care plan 

- in the appropriate context, such as active problems showing Condition Resource with the appropriate statuses.

3. filter at the level of MCC Condition such as CKD, CHF, HTN, T2D, etc 
- can be achieved by using value sets; this supports focused views.

4. support pick lists in the user experience that assure concepts are captured correctly/consistently
- this is first example where end user actually sees the contents of a value set

5. facilitate concept evolution, from capture as data item→ Observation → Condition → and then as basis for 
subsequent assessment or action such as service request, task, measure, etc.

- the world is in uncharted territory here, regarding whether value sets, possibly qualified by use-context can serve the informational needs.
    see http://hl7.org/fhir/R4/valueset-use-context.html
- Examples of concept evolution: intractable pain(Admission) → diagnosis of cancer(condition); fever and/or cough → pneumonia(condition)  

6. ensure exchange fidelity of clinical concepts from one system to another
- this extends beyond FHIR’s discipline of Content Model and Exchange Models to terminologies applied in their clinical domain
- this principle is central to care planning and care coordination communication

7. identify relevant opportunities to offer CDS in the future, such as CPG 
- computability expressed, ie interpretable by machine or human, including value sets triggering evaluation of conditions and actions
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Primer on how we select and use data element domains 
such as Pain shown last week 
(value sets are about reliable and consistent communication constructs)

http://hl7.org/fhir/R4/valueset-use-context.html


Value Sets are used to:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8 drive further refinement of value sets will result through the implementation and evaluation through clinical use
- we know that our value sets are only a very educated guess at what is wanted, needed and possible

9 surface identification of concepts that have not yet been mapped 
- e.g. pick lists on the source when we use value set in our application.  
most likely culprits: level of granularity insufficient for use case need; pre-coordinating increases term count.

10 clarify need for context information:  Knowing terminology meaning sometimes requires a context 
-  e.g. “Football” is a round or oblong ball depending on context.
-  some words aren’t simply ambiguous, they can be fully Janus words, i.e. the word is its own opposite

11 group concepts for specific use cases
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Primer on how we select and use data element domains 
such as Pain shown last week  - Continued
(value sets are about reliable and consistent communication constructs)

https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/words-own-opposites#:~:text=A%20'Janus%20word'%20is%20a,that%20have%20developed%20contradictory%20meanings.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/words-own-opposites#:~:text=A%20'Janus%20word'%20is%20a,that%20have%20developed%20contradictory%20meanings.
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Care Plan v1.1.0
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Case Study:  
Deconstructing the Food Insecurity Value Set

1. What is published in the Value Set Authority Center (VSAC) today;
2. What our sister initiative, The Gravity Project, is doing around Food Insecurity 

value sets including surfacing needs and developing needed terms;
3. What MCC eCare Plan project is building for its application/use case needs.
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What is published in the Value Set Authority Center (VSAC) today;
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What our sister initiative, The Gravity Project, is doing around Food Insecurity value 
sets including surfacing needs and developing needed terms;

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-sdoh-cc/ValueSet-sdohcc-sctt-vs-8e8bc50a-bb9d-1753-2461-2419df70cef8.html

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-sdoh-cc/ValueSet-sdohcc-sctt-vs-8e8bc50a-bb9d-1753-2461-2419df70cef8.html
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https://confluence.hl7.org/display/GRAV/Terminology+Workstream+Dashboard

https://confluence.hl7.org/display/GRAV/Terminology+Workstream+Dashboard
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Full details here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Wiigfwi8mfwPQylMqWFCTCrp0U00ElPVGSKuzkWifyI/edit#gid=925661123

What MCC eCare Plan project is building for its application/use case needs.

Note:  These Elements are in the use Context of 
Health Concern, not Goals, Interventions, Health 
Status, etc of Food Insecurity

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Wiigfwi8mfwPQylMqWFCTCrp0U00ElPVGSKuzkWifyI/edit#gid=925661123


Open Discussion

2020 2021 2022+
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Discussion: Social Concerns and Primer
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